SLEEPING BAGS
Our Vision.

is founded on a commitment to adventure, to the fearless pursuit of uncharted paths, in everything—from the equipment we build to the way we run our business. BRAVELY EXPLORING NEW DIRECTIONS opens our minds, brings us closer to the people we depend on, sharpens our wits, and lifts our spirits. Adventure gives us purpose and perspective. It makes us humble and proud. WE BELIEVE meaningful adventures are possible for anyone, anywhere. Possible, that is, if you bring the will, the imagination, and the right gear.

Adventures Anywhere™
**TAME THE WINTER MONTHS**

- **Thermo™ Gills** allow you to regulate the warmth of the bag on milder nights by as much as 20°F/11°C without letting cold drafts inside.

- **Stretch construction** at the knees offers extra volume for side sleeping but keeps the bag close to your body for thermal efficiency.

- Premium fabrics and **850 fill power down** manage moisture and provide maximum warmth and compressibility.

---

**SONIC™ 0**

**WINTER CAMPING**

- **Regular**
- **Long**

---

**Offset Zipper**

**Adjustable Hood**

**Oversized Draft Collar (Internal)**

**Offset Zipper**

**850 Fill Power Down**

**Insotect Flow™ Vertical Baffles**

**Temperature Regulating Thermo Gills™**

**Stretch Construction for Side Sleeping**

**OSMO™ DT W/B Shell Fabric**
Temp Rating | 0° F / -18° C
---|---
Fill | 850 Fill Power Down
Weight REGULAR | 2 lbs, 11 oz / 1.2 kg
Weight LONG | 2 lbs, 15 oz / 1.3 kg
Fill Weight REGULAR | 1 lbs, 8 oz / 670 g
Fill Weight LONG | 1 lbs, 9 oz / 710 g
Stuff Sack Size REGULAR | 18 x 11 in / 46 x 28 cm
Stuff Sack Size LONG | 19 x 11 in / 48 x 28 cm
Material, Shell | 20D Nylon Ripstop with DWR
Material, Lining | 20D Nylon Mini Ripstop with DWR
Material, Footbox | 15D OSMO™ DT W/B with DWR
Color | Granite / Sunburst Yellow
Zipper Location | Left-Handed Zipper
Included Accessories | Drawstring Stuff Sack, Cotton Storage Bag
Adjustable Thermo Gills™ vent body heat at your core without letting cold air rush in. Compared to unzipping the bag, they allow a better means of fine tuning comfort.

Stretch construction at the knees offers room for side sleeping.

Oversized draft collar with Velcro closure seals in heat and blocks out cold.

Insotect Flow™ vertical baffles contour insulation along your body, while the FlowGate™ architecture evenly distributes down throughout the baffles for consistent warmth.

Insulation Technology
Premium 850 fill power down offers extreme warmth, lightweight performance and minimal pack size. OSMO™ DT waterproof/breathable fabric protects you and your down from frost and moisture build-up.
NEMO guarantees every product we sell. We put a great effort into choosing the best materials and providing you with the highest level of workmanship. NEMO products carry a lifetime warranty against defects in workmanship and materials to original owner, with proof of purchase. NEMO does not warranty products against normal wear and tear, unauthorized modifications or alterations, improper use, improper maintenance, misuse or neglect or if the product is used for a purpose for which it is not intended.

If you are having a problem with your NEMO product, please visit www.nemoequipment.com/tent-manufacturer-warranty or call NEMO Customer Service at 1-800-997-9301

Register your NEMO product for warranty online and receive a code for 10% off at the NEMO webstore!

nemoequipment.com/tent-manufacturer-warranty
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Except as expressly set forth in these terms and conditions, NEMO is not liable for any direct, indirect or consequential damages arising out of or resulting from the use of a NEMO product. The warranties set forth in these terms and conditions are in lieu of all other warranties, express or implied, including without limitation, implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose.
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